Future extremely large telescopes, equipped with high-contrast instruments targeting very small Inner Working Angle, will provide the requisite resolution for detecting exoplanets in the habitable zone around M-stars. However, the ELT segmented pupil shape is unfavourable to high-contrast imaging. In this context, the SPEED project aims to develop and test solutions for high contrast with unfriendly apertures. SPEED will combine a PIAACMC coronagraph and two deformable mirrors for the wavefront shaping. In this paper, we describe an end-to-end model of SPEED, including the Fresnel wavefront propagation, the PIAACMC implementation and the dark hole algorithm, and present a statistical analysis of the predicted performance.
INTRODUCTION
The development of future extremely large telescopes opens a niche for the detection and characterization of faint exoplanets close to their sun. In particular, ESO/ELT will offer the angular resolution that allows the direct imaging of exoplanets, in the habitable zone, around M-star. However, the segmented primary mirror of such telescope (∼800 segments to achieve diameters of ∼40 m) creates gaps between each mirror segments. Those discontinuities, combined with the secondary mirror obstruction and spiders are a major concern for high-contrast imaging that future instrument will have to deal with. The PIAACMC coronagraph (Phase Induced Amplitude Apodization Complex Mask Coronagraph, [1] ) has the main advantage to (1) deal with unfriendly pupil shape (gaps between segments, obstruction...) and (2) could provide the adequate contrast and transmission at small separation to detect habitable exoplanets around M-stars [2] . SPEED (Segmented Pupil Experiment for Exoplanet Detection, [3] ) is a testbed, started at Lagrange laboratory, Observatoire de la Côte d'Azur, in 2013 in the scientific context of observing planets around M-stars with segmented pupil. The SPEED testbed combines cophasing, coronagraphy and wavefront shaping techniques to achieve high-contrast at small separation (∼ 10 −6 between 1 and a few λ/D in the H-band). The wavefront shaping module will create a high-contrast zone also called dark hole, using the combination of the PIAACMC and two deformable mirrors to correct for both phase and amplitude aberrations over the full field. We have developed simulation tools to study, predict and analyse the SPEED performance. An end-to-end simulation has been developed that includes the Fresnel propagation between each SPEED optic. This paper presents an overview of the SPEED PIAACMC performance and some end-to-end simulation results with this coronagraph.
SPEED OVERVIEW
The SPEED concept overview is detailed in [4] and [5] , and is illustrated in figure 1 . A common path (orange line) includes a tip-tilt mirror (TTM) and a segmented deformable mirror (ASM) from IRIS AO * with 163 segments. This segmented mirror is combined with an optical mask (including spiders and obscuration) located near the TTM, to mimic the ELT segmented pupil shape. A dichroïc (DIC) then splits the beam into two bandwidths: the visible path (from 450 to 750 nm) for the phasing unit and a NIR (H-band) path for the high-contrast imaging (active optics, coronagraph and NIR camera). Figure 1 . SPEED testbed. The common path (before the dichroïc) is shown in orange, the visible path is represented in brown and the NIR path is in red. The acronyms on the figure are : L for lens, OAP for Off-Axis Parabola, ASM for Active Segmented Mirror, DM for Deformable Mirror, FM for Flat Mirror, DIC for dichroïc, SCC-PS for Self-Coherent Camera-Phasing Sensor, FPM for Focal Plane Mask, PIAA-M1 and PIAA-M2 for the two PIAA mirrors for apodization, LS for Lyot Stop, APOGEE for the visible camera and RASOIR for the NIR camera.
The visible path (brown line in figure 1 ) is dedicated to the cophasing. The proposed technique for SPEED is based on the Self-Coherent Camera (SCC) principle ( [6] , [7] ) and is called the Self-Coherent Camera Phasing Sensor (SCC-PS, [8] ). The visible phasing path has been installed and aligned in Lagrange laboratory (see [9] for an updated status of the project). The NIR path (in red in figure 1) , is dedicated to the high-contrast imaging, combining a PIAACMC coronagraph and active optics for the wavefront control. The NIR path is expected to be integrated in laboratory in 2019. The PIAACMC coronagraph consists in 2 mirrors near a pupil plane that geometrically redirect the light to create an apodized beam. The PIAA concept, proposed in 2004 ( [10] ) has been validated in laboratory ( [11] , [12] , [13] ) and optimized with various pupil shapes and unresolved source [14] . The PIAACMC offers the main advantage of providing high-contrast at small separation while (1) keeping a good overall transmission of the system and (2) dealing with complex and unfriendly pupil shapes (gaps, obscuration...). A description of the SPEED PIAACMC optimization algorithm, tolerancing and manufacturing techniques is detailed in [15] . A brief overview of the PIAACMC design and the theoretical performance simulation are shown in section 3. The active optics consist in 2 Deformable Mirrors (DMs) from Boston Micromachines † , located near the pupil plane, with the role of creating dark holes at the focal plane. Previous numerical simulation had been developed in order to masterize multi-DMs architecture for high-contrast at small separation [16] that used a statistical analysis of optics aberrations but assumed a perfect coronagraph. It had contributed to the design definition, by assessing the optimum SPEED optical layout: DM architecture and location. It had been shown that highcontrast at small separation (1 λ/D) requiers large setup with large distance between DMs. In this context, the DMs locations for SPEED had been defined, on both sides of the pupil, at 200 mm and 1 500 mm from the pupil plane [17] . It also had determined the optimum dark hole region that allowed high-contrast around 1 λ/D, from 0.8 to 4 λ/D. Section 4 presents the SPEED end-to-end simulation when taking into account the PIAACMC.
PIAACMC DESCRIPTION AND THEORETICAL PERFORMANCE
The PIAACMC coronagraph has been defined and optimized (see [15] for the optimization code details) with the specific SPEED parameters. The coronagraphic optics are reflective and optimized to provide high-contrast at a IWA of 1.3 λ/D at 1.65 µm with the SPEED pupil. The SPEED pupil diameter is 7.7 mm with the shape illustrated in figure 2 . As the SPEED region of high contrast is at small separation (1-8 λ/D), the PSF distortion induced by the mirrors apodization is sufficiently mild to avoid the use of a reverse pair of PIAA mirror, which simplifies the optical design. An independent cross-checking code has been developed to compute the theoretical (as optimized) performance and define the manufacturing tolerancing of the PIAACMC optics (see [15] for details). We have thus implemented the coronagraphic optics into a simple simulation where we only simulate the Fresnel propagation of the SPEED coronagraphic part, from the PIAA first mirror to the camera (from PIAA-M1 to the camera RASOIR in the optical design presented in figure 1 ) and without any aberration in the testbed. The Fresnel propagation between each coronagraphic optic is simulated using PROPER [18] that uses the angular spectrum and Fresnel approximation as propagation algorithms. The two coronagraphic mirrors (PIAA-M 1 and PIAA-M 2 ), used to geometrically apodize the beam, are located respectively at the pupil plane and at 150 mm from the pupil plane and their profiles are centro-symetric (see figure 3 ). The PIAACMC Focal Plane Mask (FPM) is made of 498 hexagons, with a size, tip to tip, of 25 µm corresponding to a mask outer radius of 4 λ/D. The FPM sag varies between -800 and 800 nm as shown in figure 4 . In order to accurately simulate the FPM effect on wavefront, the mask has been defined and optimized with higher resolution than the current simulation resolution (oversampling factor of 8). The methodology used to simulate the occulter effect is detailed in [19] and is as following :
(1) The wavefront is propagated up to the FPM plane.
(2) The wavefront is then propagated to a virtual pupil by a Fourier transform and the pupil amplitude P 0 is recorded. (4) The oversampled FPM is then applied to the field and recorded (A occulter ).
(5) The two wavefronts A no occulter and A occulter are propagated back to the virtual pupil (P no occulter and P occulter ) using a "inverse" MFT.
(6) The effect of the FPM (P occulter − P no occulter ) is added to the initial virtual pupil amplitude P 0 .
(7) The wavefront is then Fourier transform and leads to the occulted wavefront definition.
The Lyot Stop is located at 36 mm from the next pupil plane and has a transmission of 52%. Its amplitude has slightly been modified since the initial optimization simulation, to facilitate the manufacturing. It has been verified that this modified Lyot Stop shape does not significantly degrade the contrast performance. Figure 5 shows the initial (left) and modified (right) Lyot Stop shape. 
Separotìon (VO)
The contrast intensity has been defined by [21] and corresponds to the PSF halo signal divided by the corresponding signal centered on the unocculted PSF (off-axis PSF). Figure 6 shows the off-axis and coronagraphic PSFs in a logarithmic scale (top of the figure) and the corresponding contrast ratio (bottom). The contrast ratio is better than 10 −5 at IWA (1.3 λ/D) and better than 10 −6 at 3 λ/D. 
END-TO-END SIMULATION WITH PIAACMC
The PIAACMC has been implemented into the SPEED end-to-end simulator. The numerical methodology used for the simulation is detailed in [16] and [22] and is summarized here:
• Fresnel propagation. The Fresnel code for simulation is PROPER. The PROPER routines have been ported to C++, such that the computation can be performed in a parallel system (data centre available at Observatoire de la Côte d'Azur). Paraxial lenses ensure the transition between the image and pupil planes despite the fact that parabolas will be used in SPEED.
• Numerical parameters. The numerical pupil diameter size is 450 pixels for a grid size of 1024 pixels.
• Wavefront sensing. We assume a perfect wavefront sensor that recovers all the complex electric field.
• Wavelength. The simulation is monochromatic at 1.65 µm.
• Optics phase and amplitude. Each SPEED optic is defined by its amplitude and phase. 
Performance without aberration
In order to assess the impact of the Fresnel propagation on the performance, we have first included the PIAACMC into the overall SPEED design (from the tip-tilt mirror TTM to the camera RASOIR in figure 1 ) but without adding any optics aberrations and without using the DMs to compute dark region at the final focal plane. Figure  7 illustrates the results obtained when taking into account the SPEED Fresnel propagation (off-axis and on-axis PSFs on top and corresponding contrast ratio at bottom). The SPEED contrast ratio (red curve on the bottom figure) is degraded compared to the theoretical (as optimized) performance (blue curve on the bottom figure), due to the Fresnel propagation at very large distance, as the distance between the first DM and the PIAACMC mirrors (from DM1 to PIAA-M 1 in figure 1 ) is around 4 m. In this simulation, optics have a circular shape amplitude, 4 times larger than the pupil diameter, in order to avoid diffraction effect [23] . The SPEED testbed has been defined to respect this rule of thumbs of passive optics 3/4 times larger than the pupil diameter (lens, parabola...). However, the DMs have fixed diameters (∼1.3 times the pupil diameters) and thus will create diffraction effect. We have then tested the impact of the DM beam clipping on the performance by implementing different DM beam clipping diameters : from 1 to 3 times the pupil diameter, as shown in figure 8 (the DM physical size has been increased for 1 to 3 times the pupil diameter but the DM pitch and actuators number have not been modified). We note that using optics with diameters greater than 3 times the pupil diameter does not impact the coronagraphic performance, which is consistent with the analysis in [23] . The contrast ratio degradation due to the DM size illustrates the need to use the wavefront shaping algorithm to minimize this impact. 
Performance with aberration
Optics aberrations and dark hole algorithm (with DMs), have then been implemented into the end-to-end simulation. The implementation is as follow:
• Optics phase and amplitude. Each optic has amplitude circular shape set to 4 times the pupil diameter to avoid diffraction effects. The phase aberration pattern (on each optic) is a random realization defined by an amount of 5 nm rms and a Power Spectrum Density (PSD) power law in f −3 (in agreement with the SPEED expected optics qualities). The total amount of aberrations is thus around 20 nm rms. We realized 128 setup phase realizations (each of them consisting of 5 nm phase aberrations on each SPEED optic) to assess the results repeatability.
• Active optics. The DMs have been simulated with 32×32 actuators and 300 µm pitch. The DM diameter is 10 mm (1.3 times the pupil diameter).
• Dark hole algorithm. The algorithm is based on a linear approach and minimizes the energy inside the dark hole. This Electric Field Conjugation (EFC) approach is described in [24] , [25] and [26] and is defined by first computing the total energy at the image plane with one DM and then generalizing to the case with two DMs. This method uses setup matrix representation to compute the DM coefficients [26] . It consists in finding the DMs coefficients that minimize the energy inside a dark region (dark hole). The interaction matrix, which represents the system response of each DM actuator, is computed by (1) adding a poke to each actuator, (2) propagating the wavefront all along the setup and (3) recording the complex electric field at the focal plane. As this simulation requires large computational time, the code has been transferred to a data center for a gain of time of ∼15 hours.
• Dark hole size. The SPEED field of view is defined from 1 to 8 λ/D. Previous end-to-end analysis [16] has shown that a small dark hole size is needed to allow high-contrast imaging at small separation. The dark hole size has thus been defined from 0.8 to 4 λ/D to asses the performance around 1 λ/D.
The metric used to determine the performance is the contrast ratio computed inside the dark hole of the PSF divided by the maximum value of the initial PSF without the coronagraphic FPM nor the wavefront shaping. Figure 9 shows the contrast as a function of the phase realization number where each asterisk represents the median contrast ratio computed within a dark hole, defined from 0.8 to 4 λ/D. Black, red and blue asterisks represent respectively the contrast ratio for the off-axis PSF (no focal plane mask, no dark hole algorithm), the coronagraphic PSF (without the dark hole algorithm) and the coronagraphic PSF after the dark hole algorithm. The EFC algorithm creates a dark region and allows a gain inside the dark hole of ∼900 (mean value of all realizations). The dispersion in realization performance could be explained by (1) the linear approximation, assumed when computing the EFC algorithm, is no more valid when implementing the PIAACMC and the segmented pupil (2) a local minimum is reached during the process. Figure 10 shows an example of the computed PSFs in a logarithmic scale: off-axis PSF (left), coronagraphic PSF (middle) and coronagraphic PSF after EFC algorithm (right) for the case that represents the median performance. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented the SPEED coronagraphic performance. The PIAACMC has been optimized to provide high-contrast at very small separation (10 −5 at 1.3 λ/D). The amount of expected SPEED aberrations (5 nm rms per optic leading to 20 nm rms over the full testbed) has been taken into account by generating 128 random phase realizations on each optic for statistical analysis. The value of the contrast ratio median integrated inside the dark hole (from 0.8 to 4 λ/D) goes from 8.10 −7 without aberration to 5.10 −5 with aberration. The EFC algorithm has been implemented to generate high-contrast region close to the star (from 0.8 to 4 λ/D). The median contrast ratio achieved is then 10 −7 . The real measured optics aberrations will be implemented, in the future, in SPEED to assess the expected performance. A way of optimizing the dark hole algorithm will also been studied (non linearity...).
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